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Why black holes?
“Testing grounds” for theories of quantum gravity

Even most basic questions remain debatable
• Do black holes evolve unitarily?
• Does an infalling observer pass the event horizon smoothly?
• Are dynamics local outside the stretched horizon?
• …

S.W. Hawking,
“Breakdown of predictability in gravitational collapse,” Phys. Rev. D14 (1976) 2460

...
A. Almheiri, D. Marolf, J. Polchinski, and J. Sully,

“Black holes: complementarity or firewalls?,” JHEP 02 (2013) 062 [arXiv:1207.3123 [hep-th]]

… involves all three pillars of modern physics:
Quantum mechanics, General relativity, and Statistical mechanics



In this talk, I present a picture that aims 
to give affirmative answers to these questions.

I will argue that a key to address these issues 
is to understand the emergence of semiclassical spacetime.

— d.o.f.s described by semiclassical theory is 
only a tiny subset of the whole d.o.f.s in the microscopic theory.

— Physics of BH information concerns these vast d.o.f.s 
which must be viewed as delocalized from the semiclassical viewpoint.

Mostly based on
with Fabio Sanches and Sean Weinberg

• “The black hole interior in quantum gravity,”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015) 201301  [arXiv:1412.7539 [hep-th]]

• “Relativeness in quantum gravity: limitations and frame dependence of semiclassical descriptions,”
JHEP 04 (2015) 158  [arXiv:1412.7538 [hep-th]]

… earlier work with Varela and Weinberg, e.g., 1211.7033, 1304.0448, 1310.7564, 1406.1505

Also on
• “A note on Boltzmann brains,”

Phys. Lett. B749 (2015) 514 [arXiv:1502.05401 [hep-th]]



Quantum Mechanics and Black Holes
Information loss paradox

… information is lost ??
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Quantum Mechanics and Black Holes
Information loss paradox

… information is lost ??

No
… Quantum mechanically different final states
The whole information is sent back in Hawking radiation (in a form of quantum correlations)

cf. AdS/CFT,  classically “burning” stuffs, …
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From a falling observer’s viewpoint:

Note:  Quantum mechanics prohibits 
faithful copy of information (no-cloning theorem)

horizon

A
… Objects simply fall in

B

• Distant observer:

Which is correct?

Information will be outside at late times.
(sent back in Hawking radiation)

• Falling observer:
Information will be inside at late times.

(carried with him/her)

cf. equivalence principle

|↑›  →  |↑›|↑›
|↓›  →  |↓›|↓›
|↑›+|↓›  →  |↑›|↑›+|↓›|↓›   (superposition principle)

≠  (|↑›+|↓›)(|↑›+|↓›)



From a falling observer’s viewpoint:

There is no contradiction !
One cannot be both distant and falling observers at the same time.

… “Black hole complementarity”

horizon

A
… Objects simply fall in

B

• Distant observer:

Which is correct?

Information will be outside at late times.
(sent back in Hawking radiation)

• Falling observer:
Information will be inside at late times.

(carried with him/her)

cf. equivalence principle

Both are correct !

Susskind, Thorlacius, Uglum (‘93); 
Stephens, ‘t Hooft, Whiting (‘93)



Including both (late) Hawking radiation and 
interior spacetime in a single description is overcounting !

… Equal-time hypersurfaces must be chosen carefully.

This is a hypothesis beyond QFT in curved spacetime.

A hope was that with such a careful choice, semiclassical field theory
gives a good (local) description of physics viewed from a single observer.

cf. Hayden, Preskil (’07); Sekino, Susskind (’08); …

“nice slice” (nothing wrong in general relativity)



Complementarity Does Not Seem Enough
“Firewall” argument  Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, (Stanford), Sully (’13–’14)

Problems can be formulated in a “single causal patch”

Unitarity → Smooth horizon = “firewall”

early Hawking 
radiation

•

late Hawking 
radiation

••A B C

unitarity: B ↔ C 
smooth horizon: A ↔ B 

• Monogamity of entanglement

… These two structures cannot both be true.

Fig. by Preskil



Note: the black hole thermal atmosphere is “thick”

A clash of basic principles!
— Unitarity (of black hole evolution)
— Local physics outside the stretched horizon
— Equivalence principle (~ smooth horizon)

… attempts to address the issue:
e.g. Albrecht, Banks, Bousso, Brustein, Chowdhury, Fischler, Freivogel, Giddings, Harlow, Hayden, 

Jacobson, Lloyd, Lowe, Maldacena, Mathur, Oppenheim, Page, Papadodimas, Preskil, Raju, Shenker, 
Silverstein, Stanford, Susskind, Thorlacius, Unruh, Van Raamsdonk, Verlinde, Verlinde, Yang, …

r ≈ 2M r ~ 3M

Black hole “zone”

long distance

entangled (according to the semiclassical /AMPS picture)

r* = r + 2M ln r - 2M
2M

(below we set ℓP = 1)

r ~ M

stretched 
horizon



Quantum Evolution of BHs without Firewalls

What is semiclassical theory?
… quantum theory of matter on an exact spacetime background
But the uncertainty principle says there is no such thing !

ex.) Dynamically formed black hole
Time scale of evolution (Hawking emission): t ~ M
→ The black hole state involves a superposition of E ~ M ~ 1/M

How many independent ways are there to superpose the energy eigenstates 
to obtain the same black hole geometry within this precision?

The logarithm of this number :  S0 =        (at the leading order in 1/A)

… the origin of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy

→ There are eS0 black hole vacuum states, labeled by k:
|k(M)>     ( k = 1,…,eS0 )

Y.N., Sanches, Weinberg, arXiv:1412.7538, arXiv:1412.7539
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General black hole microstates:

|ak(M)>

Semiclassical picture is obtained after coarse-graining
d.o.f.s represented by k, which we call vacuum d.o.f.s.

— D.o.f.s described by semiclassical theory 
are a tiny subset of the whole d.o.f.s in the microscopic theory.

— Physics of BH information concerns the major, vacuum d.o.f.s
which must be viewed as delocalized from the semiclassical viewpoint.

(motivated by the standard statistical interpretation of black hole thermodynamics)

index representing d.o.f.s 
described within semiclassical theory:
a = 1,…,eSsc; Ssc « S0 cf. ’t Hooft (’93); Y.N., Weinberg (’13)

Note: Entropy is “visible” 
in a theory obtained after coarse-graining. 

entropy density



The (correct) picture of Hawking emission:

There is no outgoing mode in the zone in the semiclassical picture !
→ The monogamity argument does not apply.

At the microscopic level

Emission occurs around the edge of the zone
(information extracted directly from spacetime, k)

r* = r + 2M ln r - 2M
2Mr ≈ 2M r ~ 3M

(ingoing) negative energy excitation

|1(M)>
|2(M)>
|3(M)>
|4(M)>
⁞

|2n(M)>

?



The (correct) picture of Hawking emission:

There is no outgoing mode in the zone in the semiclassical picture !
→ The monogamity argument does not apply.

At the microscopic level

Emission occurs around the edge of the zone
(information extracted directly from spacetime, k)

r* = r + 2M ln r - 2M
2Mr ≈ 2M r ~ 3M

(ingoing) negative energy excitation

|1(M)>
|2(M)>
|3(M)>
|4(M)>
⁞

|2n(M)>

|*1(M)> |r1>
|*2(M)> |r2>
|*3(M)> |r1>
|*4(M)> |r2>

⁞
|*2n(M)> |r2>

But the states |*k(M)> have energy M - M and must
dissipate into Hilbert space of dimension n instead of 2n.

If information is not lost, 
this process cannot be correct in its naive form.

(An issue of this sort was discussed in AMPS.)

?

*: negative energy excitation



The (correct) picture of Hawking emission:

There is no outgoing mode in the zone in the semiclassical picture !
→ The monogamity argument does not apply.

At the microscopic level

… Information extraction from BHs occurs through ingoing negative information.

Emission occurs around the edge of the zone
(information extracted directly from spacetime, k)

r* = r + 2M ln r - 2M
2Mr ≈ 2M r ~ 3M

(ingoing) negative energy excitation

|1(M)>
|2(M)>
|3(M)>
|4(M)>
⁞

|2n(M)>

|*1(M)> |r1>
|*1(M)> |r2>
|*2(M)> |r1>
|*2(M)> |r2>

⁞
|*n(M)> |r2>

Negative energy excitation carries negative entropy.
(Hilbert spaces for a and k do not factorize.)



What was wrong with the naïve Hawking pair-creation picture?
— Relevant process occurs at the horizon.

— Created pairs are maximally entangled.

Note: Time reversal process  vs generic incoming radiation 

… Semiclassical picture breaks down at large distances, but only in a subtle way.



What was wrong with the naïve Hawking pair-creation picture?
— Relevant process occurs at the horizon.

around the edge of the zone
(a macroscopic distance away from the horizon)

— Created pairs are maximally entangled.
are not

(the origin of the information transfer to the far exterior region)

… Quantum information does not behave semiclassically near BHs!
(Early Hawking quanta are entangled with k, which is not visible in semiclassical theory.)

Note: Time reversal process  vs generic incoming radiation 

… Semiclassical picture breaks down at large distances, but only in a subtle way.



A successful reference frame change possible

The existence of a reference frame in which the horizon region
appears (approx.) Minkowski ensures that the horizon is smooth.

… Satisfactory solution to the BH information problem without firewalls

In a frame whose spatial origin
falls from a distance: r0 – 2M > O(M)

Space/time scale between
any “detector clicks” (even if blueshfited)

are T ~ X ~ O(M)  →  approx. Minkowski 

r0

••
•

•
•

•

•

highly boosted w.r.t. the BH’s rest frame

T

X
Distribution of k depends on the frame

… Extreme relativeness



• Hawking effect ≠ Unruh effect (even near the horizon)

Two effects are distinct at the fully quantum level.
— Hawking effect (gravity) … extracts information from spacetime
— Unruh effect (acceleration) … does not extract information from spacetime

cf. uniqueness of Minkowski vacuum for local physics

OK with the equivalence principle?
The equivalence principle — a statement about a point at a given moment
A state in quantum mechanics — encodes global information on an equal-time hypersurface

The relation between quantum mechanics                                                           
and the equivalence principle is subtle, but they are consistent.

• Dynamics of vacuum d.o.f.s are not semiclassical
The dynamics of the vacuum d.o.f.s:

On one hand:  “constituents” of spacetime  (slightly different M)

On the other hand:  thermal radiation  (interactions with semiclassical d.o.f.s)

… Spacetime-matter duality

Implications for Boltzmann brains
Solution to the firewall paradox → of the Boltzmann brain problem

cf. wave-particle duality in early days of quantum mechanics

Y.N., arXiv:1502.05401



Summary
Information / firewall problem in black hole quantum physics 

→ a picture for the emergence of semiclassical spacetime

Spacetime-matter duality  & Etreme relativeness
… The underlying quantum d.o.f.s acquire 

a clear identity as matter in spacetime only in a certain (high energy) limit.

— What is the real identity of these fundamental d.o.f.s?
… Holographic understanding

Black hole information concerns d.o.f.s coarse-grained here.
… Their dynamics cannot be described in the semiclassical picture.

coarse-graining coarse-graining

microscopic theory of quantum gravity

QFT (in curved spacetime)

vast d.o.f.s
(Bekenstein-Hawking entropy)

classical
theory

“partial classicalization”
(quantum) matter

in spacetime

(A complete picture of BH information at the semiclassical level) 

Y.N., Sanches, Weinberg, in progress


